
HAVE SOME DENTAL FUN!
10 Free Dental Activity Sheets



Spot the difference
Can you spot the ten differences between these two pictures? 

Name:.......................................................................................................................



Healthy foods: Colour by number
1:Red   2:Green   3:Yellow   4:Blue    5:Orange    6:Brown
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Name:.......................................................................................................................



Label a tooth diagram
Can you fill in the blanks an colour in the tooth?

Hard outer shell that covers
the crown of the tooth.

Makes up most of the
tooth, including the root.

Supports the tooth and 
holds it in place.

Gives the tooth feeling.

Crown: Part of the tooth visible above the gum.

Covers the bone and forms
a seal around the crown of
the tooth.
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Root: Part of the tooth below the gum, held by bone.

Name:.......................................................................................................................



Maze fun sheet
Can you guide Peter through the maze to save the tooth from the bacteria? Watch out for those nasty bacteria as you go!

START

FINISH

Name:.......................................................................................................................



Toothy word search
Can you find the words in the letter scramble? 

You might find them:

horizontally          vertically

diagonally      or even backward!

Tooth
Brush
Fluoride
Molar
Bite
Enamel
Gum
Canine
Dentist
Decay

Name:.......................................................................................................................



Toothy dot to dot
Join the dots to create the character. Can you name your character? 

Name:.......................................................................................................................
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My name is:

...............................................

Brush your teeth twice a 

day to keep them healthy!



Draw your dentist
What does your dentist look like? 

Name:.......................................................................................................................



Dental crossword
Can you fill in the words from the word and picture clues?

Name:.......................................................................................................................

2. Key ingredient in toothpaste
    that protects teeth against
    decay.

3. Front tooth used to slice
    and cut food.

4. Holes in your teeth caused
    by bacteria and sugar.6. The part of the tooth

     below the gum.
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3. 1.                           (Back tooth)
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5.



Draw yourself brushing your teeth
Can you draw yourself in the bathroom mirror?

Name:.......................................................................................................................



Colour in a visit to the dentist
Colour in and add characters to this dentist scene.

Name:.......................................................................................................................



The answers:


